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RECENT RESULTS:

Two great wins for the
Womens squad. First off
Heidi, Louise, Karen and
Paula (coxed by Kelly D) in
the D4+ at the Vet Fours
Head. A first ever
Tideway win for MKRC!
And then again at the Star
Head with Jayne in the
boat instead of Louise for
the C4+.
Well
Done Ladies!
QUICK NEWS:

4 big awards for MKRC
from Sport MK. Club of
the Year, Volunteer of
the Year for Louise and
the Masters Award for
Karen and Paula.

© RH

UPCOMING|EVENTS
EVENT DATE
MK Club Head
British Rowing Indoor Championships
MKRC Christmas Party 7pm
MK Christmas Fun Regatta

Saturday 5th December
Saturday 12th December
Friday 18th December
Saturday 19th December

Northampton Head

Saturday 23rd January

Peterborough Head of the Nene

Saturday 6th February

Peterborough Training Day
Head of the Trent
WEHORR

Sunday 7th February
Sunday 28th February
Saturday 5th March

Race Night 7pm (Woburn Hall)

Saturday 12th March

HORR

Saturday 19th March

Vets Head

Sunday 20th March
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T H E C A P TA I N
We are less than two months into the new season,
and already it feels like so much has happened!
We've got back into the head racing with two big
head races at Upper Thames and Vets Fours,
including a fantastic win for our Women's D 4+ at
Vet Fours. We're also putting in a massive entry for
the British Rowing Indoor Championships, which
will be a great event and shows just how many fit
and keen team rowers we now have.
On the water, the focus for the club is now on the
eights heads in March. Alice and Nick will be
finding out who is serious about these races, and
those squads will train and race together
consistently over the next four months. Of course
we have also planned a great set of head races for
the whole club to go to, so no matter what type of
rowing you like, how long you've been with us, or
how much training you can commit to, you will still
be able to come and race with the club and enjoy
yourself.
MKRC isn't just about racing. We had a really
productive maintenance day organised by Mike a
few weeks ago that has noticeably improved our
facilities, and Lisa has planned a brilliant Christmas
party for us. All in all I'd say it's a great time to be a
member of our club.
CHRIS
© SL
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S Q U A D | C A P T A I N S
A L I C E | W O M E N S
It's been a great start to the head season, with the
Women's Squad showing their depth and dedication as
usual through all the hard winter training, and getting the
results to show for it. Despite several unfortunate injuries
disrupting racing crews, we've had a great showing at the
Upper Thames Head, and two good rows at Vet Fours
Head, including of course our first ever tideway medal! It
was great to see so many women racing at Star Head:
putting out at least one boat in every division with lots of
combinations just shows how well the squad is working.
The video coaching had been working really well, thanks
to everyone who had been driving the launch, filming,
and staying around after sessions to coach and be
coached! To really get the most out of it we all need to
keep thinking about the changes needed every single
stroke, taking responsibility for your own improvements.
Looking forward to the races in the spring: It's very
exciting to have at least one boat of ladies who have
already shown their commitment to a target of WeHoRR.
We should be able to put out a really well practiced and
dedicated crew (or even two!) this year, definitely aiming
to beat that top 50 result!
I'd also just like to thank everyone for your patience while
I'm still getting into the swing of this captaining business!
Please do keep giving me your thoughts and feedback, it
all helps to keep a feel of how the squad is working and
how the boats are moving!
©CL
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S Q U A D | C A P T A I N S
N I C K

|

M E N S

Winter training is well and truly under way
in the men’s squad with two head races
already attended. A great backdrop and
glorious autumn weather at Upper Thames
saw Chao's first race for MKRC in the IM24+
(made possible by Steve B coxing even
though he wasn't racing- Big Thanks, Steve)
and not forgetting Mike & Rod racing a
Double with very little preparation time.
The weather was not so kind for the Vets
Fours Head where the same MasD4+ rowed
as last year but that didn’t stop them from
having a massively improved outing.
Remember, we were rowing novice only
two years previous showing just how far
we’ve come.

© CW

Paul’s & Dan’s input into the well-designed
circuit sessions has contributed to a good
attendance level being maintained, though
with a lot more development men than
seniors. I am really looking forward to
seeing the development men get fitter over
the next few months and to start to
integrate them into the senior squad, with
the best ones going on to race at HORR in
March
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VIEW FROM THE
L A U N C H

COXES|CORNER

Crews tend, after the regimented
warming up process, to revert to
differing hand heights to that
imposed by the square blading.
The warm up process should also
be used as a indicator of where the
hands should be during the
recovery process i.e. bottom of the
blade 4’’ / 100mm above the
water, as well as a level draw with
only the green spoon covered on
the drive. The end of the handle
should describe an oblong (when
viewed from the side) with a
rounding of the corner just before,
and as, one taps down on the
backward pivot.

‘Sit Up’
We can all row more efficiently, more powerfully and for longer
periods of time, if we keep consistently good technique. The more we
train and develop our core, strength and fitness; we will be able to
maintain good technique for much longer! Being able to maintain
good technique allows us to confidently apply greater power and
accelerating the boat even more!

Observation of where the hands
are during the warm up should be
replicated when given free rein
during ‘normal ‘rowing. A little
more concentration would not go
amiss at beginning of outings.

Think about sitting up taller. Imagine there's a rope pulling your head
up as you're rowing, keeping it above the shoulders and making sure
it doesn't start to drop. As your head drops, there's a tendency for
your upper body to drop too! The result of this is that you will be
'closing' the gap between your lower chest and lap - therefore
minimising the potential effect of any tap down or hands raising at
the catch.
For all rowers and coxes - remember to keep sitting up tall and
keeping your heads high. Sit in the boat confidently - like you're
supposed to be there! Sit tall, sit proud and when you row have that
same mentality. With that confidence, stick your shoulders back and
your chest out at the finish - helping you sit taller at the finish and at
the same helping maintain a nice long stroke in the water.
BENN

We are devising a MKRC stroke and
are awaiting inputs to be
processed before presenting it to
the club. Any advice now given
may be the subject of change.
Watch this space, but no doubt
your abilities will welcome future
change.
JC

© RH
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FITNESS|GOALS
Your core muscles are responsible for stability and
transfer energy through the body, allowing the
limbs to move with control and conviction. In
rowing, energy has to be transferred from the
foot plate, through the body and down to the
spoon of the oar where the load is applied. The
sequence of movements is known as a kinetic
chain. A weak link in the chain reduces the
amount of energy transferred to the next joint in
the sequence. A strong core will transfer energy
more efficiently and therefore give you more
power per stroke.
There are many exercises which strengthen your
core muscles. For example, Planks are great for
building stabilisation. When you can do these for
30 to 60 seconds comfortably, it is time to
incorporate some movement. During a front
plank take little steps forwards, backwards and
sideways, whilst maintaining a strong posture.
Take it a step further by doing crawling exercises
such as bear crawls and Spiderman crawls.
Check out these videos for some coaching points.
Plank progression https://youtu.be/uOc9JBQJs6U
Bear crawl https://youtu.be/DGQQDPifrYE
Spiderman crawl https://youtu.be/_K7rv_vFOWM

DAN

HEALTH AND SAFETY
N
O
T
E
Capsize
If you are in a boat that capsizes, please
observe the following:
·
Stay with your boat as it acts as a
buoyancy aid
·
Get as much of your body out of the
water onto the upturned hull as possible
·
Attract help by using the whistle
·
Wait for the safety launch or
another crew to help you
·
Only attempt to right the boat and
get back in if you are confident/able to do
so and you are not at risk of cold shock;
you can become fatigued very quickly
while doing this
Please see the Row Safe Cold Water
Immersion Guidance document on the
Safety Notice Board of access the
document at
http://www.britishrowing.org/sites/defaul
t/files/publications/ColdWaterImmersion
Guidance-19Mar09.pdf
LIZ
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COMMIT TEE
KEY POINTS
Chris plans to work with the Squad
Captains to look at standardising the
MKRC rowing style and coxing calls
etc. More info to follow.

8%
TARGET £8,000
BOATSHED
FUND

Members Handbook now complete
and available on members section of
the website
Liz has designed a Safety
Competency checklist which is to be
used for all new members to ensure
safe to row. Chris to implement.
£3267.00 raised from the Regatta
which has paid for the balance of the
new pontoon.

RAISED £735

92%

Boatshed
fundraising target is
£8000. So far £517
has been raised
from the Match
Your Tenner and
£218 on selling
raffle tickets.

MOCK THE MONTH
Sorry Cherry Kemp but the first ‘Mock
The Month’ award goes to you for your very
individual stroke at the Star Head!!!!
P.S We love the pigtails!!! 

MEETING
SUMMARY

Still 92% of target
and a way to go on
our boatshed fund
but going in the
right direction!
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Many Thanks to our December contributors:
Chris, Nick, Alice, Benn, JC, Dan, Liz, Louise and Heidi.
Photography courtesy of Claire, Steve and Rob.

